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INTRODUCTION – BFA meets MBA
Entering graduate studies in business was a bit of a culture shock as my 

previous experience includes 10 years working backstage in theatre and a 

BFA in Drama.  What I didn’t expect was the amount of knowledge I had 

about business topics, just with a different set of vocabulary. Seeing the 

similarities existed most with Supply Chain Management I decided to 

specialize and become an active member of my university's SCMA/APICS 

student organization. 

PURPOSE – Backstage Theatre Management 

Resembles Supply Chain Management 
• A significant parallel between business and theatre is in the overlap of 

SCM fundamentals and backstage production management. 

• Theatres require bringing many different areas (lighting, scenery, 

costumes, etc.) together to create the final project or the show.  

• Each of these areas include their own supply chain of obtaining 

resources to create their part of the production.

KEY FACTS – Supply Chain in Stage
• Source –From lumber to a live lamb and everything in between

• Make – Creating costumes, scenery, props, and more 

• Deliver – Load in the set, lighting & sound equipment, and actors to 

create the final product, the show!

• Project Scheduling – Keeping all departments on track for milestones 

such as tech, previews, and opening night

• Capacity Constraints – Labor, money, size of theatre

• Warehousing – What and where to store pieces of a show for future use

LESSONS LEARNED – SCM is Everywhere!
• Many individuals in diverse disciplines utilize SCM practices and could 

be more efficient and effective if they knew the APICS Body of 

Knowledge

• Backstage theatre management would benefit from lessons in Lean

• Continuing forward in my career I will take SCM practices and utilize 

them at arts or nonprofit organizations


